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how can i learn more about using embird to get the best use of the program you really do need to use a tutorial. embird have some small free
tutorials available to use from within the program. open embird, go to help and then tutorials to find them. if you decide to purchase registration
and you really want to learn your program thorougly we recommend you look at carolyn kebers tutorials. they are extremely popular and are
very informative and easy to follow. -insert is used for inserting a new design part in a design. the new design part can either be a single color or
a color group. multiple color groups can be joined using the part merge feature. once the new design part is inserted, the change can be seen in
the designer (after you save the design) or you can save the design to embird editor and re-open the document. you can split designs that are
joined using the part merge feature (see also insert menu.).-merge parts is used to merge the contents of several designs into one. it is useful
for producing precise designs of designs with several parts, for example in a patchwork quilt, or a slide show presentation using avi format. -
split and parts is used for splitting designs, either to analyze or to experiment with new ways of stitching. for example, you can split designs into
single stitch lines, stitch lines of the same length, single stitch lines of varying length, stitch lines that cross at variable angles, stitch lines that
cross in various other ways, or stitch lines of varying density. finally, you can split a design into a number of parts by freehand-defined polygon.
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